
Easy Coin Purse Keychain 

Supplies for each: 

Four 5” squares:  (2 for lining, 2 for outer) 

SF101 Interfacing: Two 5” squares 

One #3 zipper with plastic teeth 8” or longer 

One split key ring or D ring 

Glue (glue stick, hexie glue, school glue, etc)  

    OR double sided seam tape 

1) Fuse SF 101 to back of  outer fabric 

2) Align top of  each outer fabric with the top of  a lining piece, RSF, 

and sew just the top, with a ¼ ” seam.  

3) Press the seam and fold RSO/WSF. Sometimes I leave a little of  

the lining peaking out above the outer as faux piping. 

4) Lay the closed zipper face up with the pull on the left.  Make 2 

marks on the top of  the zipper 5” apart and centered on the zipper 

tape. Place a little glue or a strip of  seam tape on the bottom half  

of  zipper tape between the marks.  

5) Place the front outer piece on top of  the glue/tape, between the 

marks. Press to set glue, then top stitch using a zipper foot. 

Repeat with the back piece on the other side of  the zipper tape. 

6) Fold pouch WSO. Fold it flat with the zip pull on the right and the 

zipper ¼ - ½” from the top.  

The front piece will be longer. Cut this section off  even with the 

back. Use one of  those pieces to make the keyring Tab. 

7) Open the zipper to the middle of the pouch body. Pin the body so 

that it doesn’t shift. Cut off  the excess zipper tape. 

8) Fold/press the Tab fabric in half  then each raw edge to the center. 

Fold back in half  to enclose the raw edges. Stitch down both sides. 

Cut to 3”. Slip the split ring on it and fold in half.  

9) Insert Tab between the outer and lining, just below the zip with 

raw edges sticking out a bit and the split ring inside. 

10) Sew the 3 sides closed with ¼ ” seam. Trim corners & turn. 

For a similar video,  

search “Coin Purse Keychain”  

on TheCrafyGemini  

YouTube Channel 

RSF: Right Sides Facing 

RSO: Right Sides Out 

WSF: Wrong Sides Facing 

WSO: Wrong Sides Out 


